Radio module for
Gutermann ZoneScan 820 sensor
Thanks to its 15 years of expertise and its 5 million of radio modules installed all over the world,
Homerider Systems has developed an innovative product to helps utilities and customers.
By working together Gutermann and Homerider Systems developped a solution allowing to detect
leaks within the water networks and to locate the leaks with the high precision (±1m).
This radio module was created to work with the Gutermann ZONESCAN 820 logger. It allows to transmit,
via the Homerider® network, the data collected by the acoustic logger.
It functions in 2 modes:
• «Pre-Localisation» mode: it will transmit data everyday to allow the detection of a leak
between 2 points of measure.
• «Noise Correlation mode»: It will transmit everyday the date allowing the detection and
pinpoint a leak with precision of + or - 1m.
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Bi-directionnal
The HOMERIDER® network allows remote
configuration of products from the office. This
feature helps to better manage the network and the sensors
and make changes with just a few clicks.

Compatibility
The radio module for Guterman is compatible
with the following surface boxes:
- Soval 128

Functional Specifications

- Soval 129

Lifetime*

7 years typical

- Norinco

Power supply

Lithium battery 19Ah

Ingress Protection

IP 68

Operating temperature

-10°C à +55°C

Storage temperature

+5°C à +45°C

Radio Spécifications
Protocol

LoRa Homerider®

Frequency bands (REC7003E)

868MHz

Sensitivity (in the surface box)

-105 dBm Fixed Network
-115 dBm Long Range

Max transmission power in the
surface box

10dBm (10mW)

Norms & Certifications

Directive R&TTE: 1999/05/EC
EN 300 220-1 / 300 220-2
EN 301 489-1 / EN 301 489-3
EN 62479:2010
!

*The performances depend on usage and climatograh

Designation

LATIS code

Order reference

Radio module for Gutermann

HR-WAT-RT-GUT-ZS820AMI-868

CEMDGU204291

Tampon Norinco

HR-ACC-TAMPON-NORINCO-GUT

CEADGU204323

Tampon Soval 128

HR-ACC-TAMPON-SOVAL-128-GUT

CMSPGU311306

Tampon Soval 129

HR-ACC-TAMPON-SOVAL-129-GUT

CEADGU204324
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